PRESS RELEASE

GROHE Rapido SmartBox: Universal Solution for More Individuality in
Showers


Single lever mixer, thermostat or SmartControl – the right solution for everyone



Less installation effort, more shower options



New designs and colours set highlights in the bathroom

Düsseldorf, 19th December 2018. Space is often limited making it very valuable. Flush-mounted
installations provide more space in the shower without sacrificing functionality or comfort. They also
offer additional practical advantages: cleaning is quicker and more convenient. With its concealed
installation, the new GROHE Rapido SmartBox not only offers more space in the shower, but also
allows a higher degree of flexibility as well as a high scope of planning and installation security. The
extensive selection of fittings in various designs, shapes, colours and finishes makes the bathroom
shine with an individual look.
Ultrathin Design for Additional Space in the Shower
To make the most of the limited space available, one can now rely on a particularly "slim" duo:
GROHE SmartControl concealed in combination with the new GROHE Rapido SmartBox. The
installation of the technology behind the wall and the ultra-slim design of only 43 mm of projection
on the wall create additional space in the shower. SmartControl concealed is controlled by using the
same self-explanatory push and turn technology than exposed version to individually choose shower
spray type or control water volume – one panel can control up to three shower functions for a truly
customised shower. Users can choose between a round or square design. In addition, two different
surfaces are available: the Classic Chrome surface or the discreet, elegant MoonWhite acrylic glass.
Each version fits perfectly into the respective GROHE design line. The SmartControl panel is already
available in SuperSteel and Brushed Hard Graphite and as of May 2019, there will seven other
GROHE PVD colour designs.
Individual Control via Simple Rotary Handle Mechanism
The new two-handle thermostats can be installed for convenient temperature and water flow control.
They are compact, space-saving and combine precise performance with a slim, minimalist design.
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The ease of operation is particularly important. Safety, comfort and a relaxing showering experience
have been in the focus of developing GROHE thermostats ever since. Equipped with the leading
technology, the GROHE TurboStat thermostat reacts within fractions of a second to pressure and
temperature fluctuations in the supply lines. The mixing ratio of cold and hot water is continuously
adjusted so that the temperature selected remains constant. Both, head shower and hand shower,
can be controlled by intuitive rotation of the Aquadimmer handle. The top panels are available in a
round and a square design. From now on, the two-handle thermostats will be available in thinner
versions with only 43 mm outreach.
Comfortable and Simple Operation for Unlimited Showering Pleasure
In addition to GROHE’s single-lever mixers for showers with one function or with two-way diverter,
the installation of GROHE's three-way single-lever mixers is possible. The upper button of the mixer
lets users select the spray type of the shower. One can choose between a powerful jetspray, a
relaxing rainshower thanks to the multi-jet shower head or a hand shower. The lower handle provides
comfortable and intuitive temperature and water control. GROHE single-lever mixers are designed
for functionality and captivate with their stylish, slim design. They can be individually selected for all
GROHE designs and properly adapt to any style thanks to the extra-thin wall plate.
Simply Universal: GROHE Rapido SmartBox – All Advantages Behind the Wall


Less installation effort at lower costs! The GROHE Rapido SmartBox has three outlets for
a wider range of showering options, for which usually two rough-ins were necessary. In
addition, the GROHE Rapido SmartBox makes adapters dispensable. It has ½ inch outlets
to which all standard tubes can be connected.



Inlets from below! The GROHE Rapido SmartBox is equipped with inlets to be connected
from below, which allow a direct connection to the hot and cold-water supply. The use of
90-degree fittings is no longer needed.



Subsequent adjustment by 6 degrees is possible! Thanks to the long holes in the functional
unit, GROHE wall plates can be subsequently adjusted by up to 6 degrees and can be
aligned perfectly with tiles and joints.



Fits into every wall! With an installation depth of only 75 mm, the GROHE Rapido SmartBox
fits into every kind of wall, even particularly narrow ones.
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Service stops for retrofit! Thanks to the optional service stops for retrofit, the GROHE
Rapido SmartBox allows complete control over the water supply in just a few steps. During
maintenance, each of the building’s SmartControl fittings can be closed directly and
separately. Service stops are optionally available for the GROHE Rapido SmartBox and
can be easily retrofitted.



Standards compliant! The GROHE Rapido SmartBox can be retrofitted with a safety protection
against backflow and meets the EU standard 1717 when installed with a integrated bath-fill and
overflow unit.



Easy job-side installation! Thanks to the handy brass outlets, the connection to the pipes can be
installed with the help of a pipe wrench so that the mounting on-site can be carried out fast and
easily. A bench vice is not necessary.

Please visit grohe.com for more information.

Follow us on our social media channels Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and
YouTube.
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About GROHE
GROHE is a leading global brand for complete bathroom solutions and kitchen fittings and has a total of over 6,000
employees, 2,400 of which are based in Germany. GROHE has been part of the LIXIL Group Corporation since
2014. As an international brand, GROHE pursues the brand values of technology, quality, design and sustainability,
seeking to offer the “Pure joy of water”. GROHE has been developing new product categories since its inception.
This includes the GROHE Blue and Red water systems and the recently-introduced GROHE Sense water security
system, which is an innovative component in the growth market of smart home technology. Innovation, design
and development are closely aligned with one another and are enshrined in the German site as an integrated
process. As a result, GROHE products carry the seal of quality “Made in Germany”. In the past ten years alone,
more than 300 design and innovation awards as well as several top rankings at the German Sustainability Award
have confirmed GROHE's success. GROHE was the first in its industry to win the German government’s CSR prize
and was also featured in the renowned Fortune® magazine’s ranking of Top 50 that are “Changing the World”.
About LIXIL
LIXIL makes pioneering water and housing products that solve every day, real-life challenges, making better
homes a reality for everyone, everywhere. Drawing on our Japanese heritage, we create world-leading technology
and innovate to make high quality products that transform homes. But the LIXIL difference is how we do this;
through meaningful design, an entrepreneurial spirit, a dedication to improving accessibility for all and
responsible business growth. Our approach comes to life through industry leading brands, including INAX, GROHE,
American Standard and TOSTEM. Over 70,000 colleagues operating in more than 150 countries are proud to make
products that touch the lives of more than a billion people every day. Learn more at www.lixil.com
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